GROUND BASED SPARKLING DEVICES & NOVELTIES ARE NOW LEGAL IN NEW JERSEY

**DE-REGULATED NOVELTIES**

**SPARKLERS**
- Morning Glory Sparkler
- Sparklers
- Sparkler Tree

**SMOKE DEVICES**
- Emits Cloud of Smoke
- Smoke Balls
- Cylindrical Smoke Cone
- Smoke Candle

**NOVELTIES**
- Snakes: Black Pellet Emits Black Smoke
- Snappers / Drop Pops
- Party Popper: Emits Showers of Confetti
- Party Popper: Bottle Type
- Party Popper: Pistol Type

**PERMITTED “NON-AERIAL” SPARKLING DEVICES**
- Ground Sparkling Devices
- Ball & Disk: Spins on ground, emits flame and sparks.
- Cylindrical: Spins on ground, emits flame and sparks.

**GROUND BASED SPARKLERS UP TO 500 GRAMS**
- Cone
- California Rocket Shaped Fountain

**PROHIBITED “AERIAL” CONSUMER FIREWORKS - NEW JERSEY**
- Except as part of a Permitted Public Fireworks Display.
- Sky Rockets / Bottle Rockets
- Firecrackers
- Reloadable Shell Device / Roman Candles
- Single Tube Device with Report

**CAUTION:**
- Flammable use only under close adult supervision. For outdoor use only. Hold in hand with arm extended away from body. Keep burning end or sparks away from wearing apparel or other flammable material. Hold and light one device at a time after use place wire in water.

**MAY NOT HAVE MORE THAN 0.25 GRAINS OF PYROTECHNIC MIXTURE.**